GAME PLAN

Practice 1-A
1. Assist the team in defining the FOCUS Words. Use Google’s Good to Know – Jargon Buster website: http://www.google.com/goodtoknow/jargon/
2. Introduce this week’s topic by having the team use the Technology Discussion Questions.
3. Using PowerPoint Notes view the Cyber Ethic PowerPoint and discuss cyber-ethics concepts and vocabulary with team.

Practice 1-B
1. Review the FOCUS vocabulary for this lesson and the previous two lessons with the relay game “Swat the Word.”
2. Play Tell Me the Question – Technology.

TECHNOLOGY DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
React: Pirating music and software is not hurting anyone.
Why should teenagers be cautious with social networking?
How is the Internet an addiction for some people?
Does technology improve or limit our ability to be caring human beings?
Does an employer have a right to “check” an employee’s Facebook content?
React: All high school students should be required to complete an online course before graduating.

SYMBOLES

FOCUS Content Vocabulary
1. activation fee
2. adware
3. bandwidth
4. browser
5. cookie
6. cyber ethics
7. encryption
8. firewall
9. hacker
10. Internet-based ads
11. IP address
12. log
13. malware
14. password
15. phishing
16. pirated software
17. pop-ups
18. privacy policy
19. RAM
20. robocall
21. spam
22. spoofing
23. spyware
24. Trojan horse
25. Virus
26. worm